
What learning looks like 
in Years 5 & 6



The National Curriculum in Years 5 & 6

• All of the subjects of the National Curriculum are taught.

• English and Maths are the focus for learning in the morning.

• Foundation subjects are taught in the afternoon. 

• Cross curriculum links are made between subjects where supportive of 
learning. E.g. World War Two Project incorporating History skills to learn from 
the past, Art skills taught to illustrate new learning, PSHE skills developed 
through empathising with others or writing skills to describe and explain 

• Within learning, there is a focus on teaching and learning core skills, using 
those skills in different contexts and then giving children opportunities to 
apply independently. 



How learning is organised

• All children are taught the same curriculum.

• For some, the learning needs to be paced differently in order to fully 
embed their understanding. 

• Children are grouped to enable them to have time and support to 
develop those skills. These groups are flexible.

• Within classes, focus groups of children may change on a daily basis 
depending on the skill being taught.

• Purpose - Enabling all children to reach their full potential 
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Illustration of Learning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGV4smFWeGA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGV4smFWeGA


1+1=2

Teacher support
- How could we 
calculate 1+1?

Use this method to add 
bigger numbers.

How many ways can 
you make 2?

Reflect

Use these cubes or 
number line to work 
out the calculation.

What learning looks like
How do I add 1+1?

1 + ? = 2
2 – 1 = ?

If I buy an apple and 1 pear, how 
many pieces of fruit do I have 

altogether?



Assessment 

• Children knowing what they have done well and how they can improve is important to amount of 
progress they make.

• Teachers make daily assessments of your child using work in their books, talking to your child and 
discussing with other adults who work in the classroom. 

• We use tests and other methods of application throughout the year to see if your child can apply 
their knowledge.

• Feedback to children is given in a range of ways, including
 Instant responses by class teacher, teaching assistant or peer to children’s work on whiteboards during an input

 Regular verbal feedback given to children as they make progress during a lesson 

 Use of a marking code with symbols that children know what they mean and opportunities for children to respond

 Detailed written feedback with opportunities for children to respond                                                         

• Children reflect on their learning by assessing themselves also
 Use of ‘Steps to Success’ to support and check own learning

 Putting their work in the red, yellow or green box.





Spelling 
Year 5

• Spelling lessons and starters based 
on spelling pattern

• Tested half termly

• 240 word list divided into sets of 
10 words

• Tailored to individual needs 

• Tested weekly … only move on 
when applying independently in 
their writing. 

• Children get a new list when they 
are ready to move on.

• Daily afternoon activities based on 
both sets of spellings

Year 6
• Revision of high frequency words years 

3-5

• Spelling lessons and starters based on 
spelling pattern

• Weekly spelling test

• Daily afternoon activities based on both 
sets of spellings



Activity 

• Suffix – able and ably

• Can you think of examples?

• What is the root word?

• What does the suffix do to the root word?



Suffix

To be able to spell words ending in –able and –ably

Example words …

considerable/ considerably

adorable/ adorably

comfortable/ comfortably 

reasonable/ reasonably

understandable/ understandably



How to help with spelling 

• Look, say, cover, write and check

• Rainbow/bubble writing

• Dictation

• Finding words in text

• Look at spelling pattern

• Find word in dictionary 

• Games on the computer

• Silly sentences

• Hidden spellings

• Draw a picture with spellings





Guided Reading in 5 & 6

The following skills are taught in Guided Reading in KS2:

Word reading 
Retrieval
Interpret – inference and deduction
Choice - including language, structure and presentation
Viewpoint - including history and culture if appropriate
Perform - to make way for the Reading objectives of performance poetry and 
play scripts
Review - to include written recommendations, presentations and discussions as 
required in upper KS2



Guided Reading

• 3 x Guided Reading lessons

• 1 extended written comprehension

• Whole class teaching of skill

• Class text

• Links to writing, spelling and grammar

• Teacher or TA to work with every child each week

• Records kept on progress against the skill

• Half termly assessments



How to help with reading at home
• Hear your child read in a quiet place daily without any distractions. 

• Encourage your child to read the blurb and examine the front cover. 

• Ask them to predict what they think will happen next from clues of the previous chapter.

• Model reading.

• Encourage your child to blend sounds together.

• Get children to talk about how the character is feeling and why. 

• Summarise the text. 

• Discuss what the paragraph/page is about. 

• Pick out words that they may not know and get them to use a dictionary to find out the meaning.

• Listen to audio versions. 

• Read a variety of books. 

• Bring in contact book on a Tuesday so we can give them their rewards for reading.  

The most important role you can play is showing interest and enjoyment in 

the reading process …   

Praise them and make it fun! 



Grammar

• 1 main grammar lesson each week and 3 starters.
• Build on key grammar concepts learned previously in KS2.
• Harder concepts will also be introduced.
• Each grammar lesson will:

1. Seek to explain the concept and show the context in 
which it is used.

2. Allow children to apply their understanding through 
fun games, sorting activities, visual stimulus, 
whiteboard work and exam style questions.

• Writing lessons will seek to build on the grammar skill learned 
that week. Previous concepts will be continuously revised to 
embed understanding.



Activity 
Roll the dice! Each time you roll a specific number, add this 
grammatical feature to the simple clause below. By the end, you 
should have a fantastic sentence!  

The man spoke.  

1= Replace the main verb
2=Add in an adjective
3=Add in an adverb
4=Include a preposition
5=Use a conjunction to extend the sentence. 
6=Add in a relative clause (who, which, when, where, that) 



Examples of grammar activities- Prepositions

Coconuts of Mark lay a dark, haunted looking 
forest. As he squinted in the bright sunlight, he 
thought he could see strange shapes rustlings 
apples the vast canopy of trees. “Don’t be a 
coward!” urged Kate, as she looked blackberries
the imposing mass of greenery. “Once we are
avocado this, we’ll be safe”. Sitting Pears from 
where they were positioned, the rest of the 
villagers huddled together, appearing reluctant 
to move on. “There’s something moving oranges 
that beach tree,” Mark countered, “There are 
definitely eyes watching us”. Peaches him, Katie 
sighed. “Don’t be a wimp.”







Writing-How lessons are sequenced. 

1. Features of a genre discussed using example text. 

2. Sentence writing based on features of genre.

3. Talk for writing- children verbalise and share their ideas.

4. Shared or modelled writing

5. Independent writing
We are currently working towards giving children more autonomy when it comes to 
choosing HOW they write a piece of work. For example, for a persuasive argument, they 
might use a formal letter, a speech or a leaflet.  



Helping your child at home

• Writing
• Write postcards when on holiday.
• Keep a diary.
• Enter competitions such as Radio 2’s “Five Hundred Words”
• Have high standards when completing written homework (e.g. use of capital letters and 

full stops).

• Grammar

• Google grammar games on the internet. http://www.iboard.co.uk/skill-
builders/grammar/years/9-11

• http://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11-years/spelling-and-grammar

• Verbally correct your child if they use incorrect grammar- “Me and Kate are going to the 
Park.”

• Ask them to play teacher and explain a concept to you!

http://www.iboard.co.uk/skill-builders/grammar/years/9-11
http://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11-years/spelling-and-grammar


• Become fluent  
• Reason mathematically 
• Solve problems

3 Aims of the National Curriculum for Mathematics



Fluency

is more than memorizing facts or 
procedures, and it is more than 
being able to use one procedure 
for a given situation.

They need to understand 
why they are doing what 
they are doing and know 
when it is appropriate to 
use different methods

For example, a pupil might 
mentally calculate 3004 - 2997 by 
counting on from 2997 to 3004, 
or decomposing 3004 into 3000 
and 4, and using the retrieval of 7 
+ 3 = 10 to figure out that 2997 + 
3 = 3000, so the total difference 
must be 3 + 4 = 7.



Finding 50

15   22   17 
18   25   20 
8   15   10 

How many combinations of numbers 
can you find that total to 50?



Reasoning

Reasoning helps us to make use of 
relevant prior knowledge such as 
how to tackle this 'type' of problem 
or a particular calculation method 
that could prove useful.

Group discussion activity

What do we do when we 
reason?
•Select problem-solving strategies
•Draw logical conclusions
•Evaluate situations
•Develop solutions
•Describe solutions
•Reflect on solutions



Problem Solving

Engaging with real problems; 
guessing, discovering, 
and making sense of mathematics.



Fluency

123 + 313
233 + 223
343 + 133
153 + 143
123 – 113
233 – 123
343 – 133
153 - 43
What do you 
notice?

Reasoning
Cut 4 strips of paper to 
these lengths:
12cm
18cm
23cm
29cm
Find the totals of different 
pairs.
Find the differences 
between different pairs.

How learning is organised?

Problem Solving
Christmas is fast 
approaching. 
You have been challenged 
to buy the presents for 
the family.
Think about their hobbies 
and interests.
Your budget is £100 to 
buy up to 5 presents.
Use the Argos Catalogue 
to pick out suitable gifts 
and calculate the costs.

Challenge 1 Challenge 2 Challenge 3



What maths looks like in Years 5 & 6 
Year 5

• Daily maths lessons

• Weekly Arithmetic practice 
• Core focus on operation of number, fractions, decimals & 

percentages, square numbers etc…

• Children working with numbers to 
1,000,000 and three decimal places

• Use formal written methods to add, 
subtract, multiply and divide whole 
numbers and decimals and solve problems

• Add, subtract and multiply fractions

• Geometry (shape, position and direction), 
Statistics & Measure 

Year 6

• Daily maths lessons

• Weekly Arithmetic practice
• Core focus on operation of number, fractions, decimals & 

percentages, square numbers etc…

• Children working with numbers to 
10,000,000 and three decimal places

• Solve problems involving 4 operations and 
a combination of these

• Add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions

• Geometry (shape, position and direction), 
Statistics & Measure 

• Ratio & Proportion & Algebra

Students who have an excellent grasp of number make better mathematicians. 

Spending longer on mastering key topics will build a student’s confidence and help secure 

understanding. This should mean that less time will need to be spent on other topics.



Times tables 
• Expectation is by the end of year 4 children should

Recall multiplication and division facts for multiplication tables up to 12 × 12

• Timestables are regularly practiced and assessed through year 5. 

• There is a focus at the start of year 6 and throughout for those that need it.

• Develop use of timestables to know inverse/division facts, solve arithmetic 
questions & word problems and use in other forms of application.

Keep children practising

• Chant them together, write them down, solve problems, check them on the 
way to school.

• Free programs on the internet – Google ‘times table games key stage 2’ and 
lots of examples come up!



Example questions 
– from KS2 Sample SATs paper



Helping your child with maths

•Talk to your child about what they have been learning in school and get them to apply 
that skill at home! If you’re not sure ask your child’s teacher. 

•Practice counting with your child – forwards, backwards, whole numbers, decimals, in a 
context – e.g. money, measure, big increments, small increments – make it visual and 
hands on!

•Support your child in learning their times table facts up to 12 x 12 – your child’s teacher 
will give them a focus. If they are secure practice corresponding division facts or get 
them to use the calculation in a context.

•Purchase, cook, make, play – anything to get them to practise apply their skills

•Utilise the full range of games and activities on the internet 



Foundation subjects

• Foundation subject are generally taught in the afternoon.

• When we focus on a ‘project’ we clarify to the children what 
foundation subject is involved e.g. ‘Alternative Energies’ is Geography-
based, ‘Space’ is Science-based.

• Often linked to English e.g. writing a sci-fi story about aliens and 
space!

You can help by asking what your child did in 
Art/History/DT/Geography today/this week!



Any questions?


